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 1.     We sent a get-well card ________________ Grandma. 

 2.     The bus will take us ________________ the museum.

 3.     There are only ________________ biscuits left. 
         
 4.     It's ________________ cold to play outside.  

 5.     These words are ________________ hard for me to read. 

 6.     The coach showed us how ________________ score a goal. 
         
 7.     I bought ________________ pairs of trousers.

 8.     This cup of tea is ________________ bitter.
 
 9.     He is still ________________ young for the job.

10.   I spend ________________ much time watching the television. 

11.   Would you like ________________ wait over here?

12.   I don't remember seeing you ________________ years ago.

Use to as a preposition before a noun or as an infinitive before a verb. 

Use too as a synonym for also or to indicate excessiveness before a verb. 

Use two to spell out the number 2.

Choose to, too or two to complete each sentence.

Accurate spelling practice: CHOOSE TO, TWO, OR TOO
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B2 Prepositions PREP005 
 

Complete the phrases with the correct prepositions. 

AT – FOR - IN – OF – ON – TO - WITH 

 

1. to be excellent __________ something 

2. he is experienced __________ writing emails 

3. ashamed __________ having failed 

4. concentrate __________ something important 

5. an answer __________ the question 

6. proud __________ his son 

7. famous __________ breath-taking sights 

8. supply the customers __________ the right products 

9. succeed __________ making a lot of money 

10. similar __________ mine 

11. respected __________ being an honest politician 

12. deal __________ the problem later 

13. keen __________ going to the cinema 

14. sorry __________ having done something wrong 

15. provide her __________ everything she needs 

16. responsible __________ employing new workers 

17. an expert __________ astronomy 

18. fond __________ romantic films 

19. congratulate him __________ his success 

20. interested __________ pursuing a career 

21. capable __________ getting to the top 

22. to take pride __________ what you do 

23. to be short __________ money 

24. praise her __________ doing such a good job 

25. cooperate __________ the competitor 
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